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Respiratory patterns
in infant cry
CAROL N. WILDER, PhD
R. J. BAKEN, PhD

Speech respiration requires specific and precise modification of time,
airflow, air volume, and air pressure parameters, and changes in
thoracoabdominal synchrony. So complex is the nature of the act that
one must question whether the speech respiration pattern is present
at birth or whether it develops as the result of a maturation and! or
learning process. Ueberman (1967) hypothesized that the respiratory
patterns associated with the infant's earliest cries reflect an uinnate
referential breath group [which] furnishes the basis for the universal
acoustic properties of the normal breath-group that is used in so many
languages~ According to Lenneberg (1967), however, the category of
crying vocalization is udivorced from the developmental history ... of
all those sounds which eventually merge into the acoustic productions
of speech~ Both of these views appear to differ with the traditional
assumption of a developmental sequence wherein the relatively
undifferentiated vocalization characteristic of neonatal crying is
eventually brought under sufficient control for the production of
speech.
Only a very few studies of the respiratory patterns associated with
infant vocalization have been undertaken, and of these only a small
percent have dealt with infants beyond the first several weeks of life.
Given the livery high degree of fine co-ordination between disparate
neuromuscular systems" required in speech respiration (National
Advisory Neurological Diseases and Stroke Council, 1969) and the
small likelihood that such co-ordination is manifest at birth, it is
surprising that there has been virtually no study of the possibility
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of developmental patterns in the respiratory activity underlying infant
vocalization.
In order to explore the nature of the development ofthe respiratory
prerequisites for speech, a series of studies has been undertaken to
evaluate the developmental patterns of respiratory activity in normal
human infants and children during vegetative breathing, crying, and
non-crying vocalization. This paper deals with the time parameters
and general configuration of the respiratory movements observed
during crying in infants from birth to eight months of age.

Background literature: adult respiration.
Characteristic changes in adult vegetative respiration patterns have
been observed during a number of activities and conditions. In some
cases, these changes are related to metabolic needs (Behnke and
Lanphier, 1964; Clanmar, 1964; Mead and Agostoni, 1964), while in
others, such as playing a wind instrument (Bouhuys, 1968), the
changes are volitional. The characteristic changes in respiratory
patterns observed during speech are complex and appear to be unique
to that activity (Ladefoged, 1967; Lenneberg, 1967). Lenneberg found
it "astonishing ... that man can tolerate these modifications for an
apparently unlimited period of time without experiencing respiratory
distress~ He further noted that whereas other volitional changes in
respiratory pattern require instruction and/or practice, "speaking for
hours seems to come all too naturally for many a three year old~
Mean respiratory rates of 12 to 20 breaths per minute (bpm) have
been observed in adult vegetative breathing (Lenneberg, 1967;
Lieberman, 1967); one study (Meader and Muyskens, 1951) found
rates ranging from 8 to as high as 60 bpm. During speech there is
generally a marked reduction in the mean respiratory rate, and the
rate varies with linguistic requirements. Another time parameter of
respiration is the I-fraction: the ratio of the length of inspiration to
the total duration of the respiratory cycle. In adult vegetative breathing,
the inspiratory and expiratory phases are of roughly equal duration,
and the mean I-fraction is about 0.40 (Lenneberg, 1967). During
speech, however, inspiration is much shorter than expiration, and the
mean I-fraction drops to about 0.13.
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In adults there is good synchrony between thoracic and abdominal
expansions and contraction during vegetative breathing. But during
speech a Uphysiologic asynchronism" is observed: "the chest curve
continues to rise with its inspiratory movement, while the abdominal
curve is already descending with expiration" (Luchsinge~ 1965).

Abstract
Certain respiratory parameters
underlying the crying behavior of
infants aged 2 to 255 days were
explored using impedance pneumography. Observed respiratory rates
during crying were considerably
lower than those previously reported.
Inspiratory times remained highly
stable, whiie expiratory times steadily
increased with age, yielding an everlower I-fraction, approaching that for
adult speech. Possible explanations
for the divergent findings of this
study are provided. The findings are
also evaluated in light of the
Lieberman and Lenneberg hypotheses
regarding the relationship of crying to
speech development.

Infant respiration
Mean vegetative rates from 29 to 61 bpm have been reported for
infants from birth to 6 months of age (Cook et al., 1957; Cross, 1949;
Deming and Hanner, 1936; Hadded et al., 1956; Peiper, 1963; Truby
et al., 1965). While there are few studies of older infants, Peiper (1963)
quotes Vorrnittag as stating that the mean vegetative rate decreases
with increasing age. During the crying of neonates, a respiratory rate
of 68 bpm may be calculated from the data of Long and Hull (1961).
Deming and Washbum (1935) observed a mean respiratory rate of
59 bpmduring crying in infants 20 hours to 13 weeks of age.
Halverson (1941) reported that the mean respiratory rate in infants
from 1 to 24 weeks of age changed from 34 bpm during sleep to
133 bpm during crying.
These reported increases in respiratory rate during crying contrast
sharply with the decrease in rate during adult speech. No previous
studies dealing with developmental changes in respiration during
crying could be located.
Very little information is available concerning the I-fraction during
either vegetative breathing or crying. Truby et al., (1965) reported a
ratio of inspiration to expiration of between 1.2 and 1.3 during the
quiet breathing of neonates. An I-fraction of 0.30 during crying may
be extrapolated from the data of Long and Hull (1961). Although a
number of other researchers (Karelitz, 1963; Lind et al., 1966; Ringel
and Kluppel, 1964; Sedlackova, 1964; Wasz-Hockert et al., 1963) have
studied other temporal factors of infant cry (such as total cry duration,
latency, pause time, and minimal length of cry), little if any quantitative data is provided. Halverson (1941) described the general
respiratory configuration during crying as predominantly costal but
q disorganized~ In infants 2 to 24 weeks of age he noted that:
20 Human Communication Winter 1974-75

The numerous alterations from one type of respiration to another, the rapidity
and irregularity of the changes, the shift of an inspiratory or expiratory movement
from abdomen to thorax or vice versa, abrupt stops, marked differences in
amplitude or successive inspirations and expirations, and temporary suspension
of movement by either abdomen or thorax, or both, attest to the disorderly action
of the respiratory mechanism.
Method: subjects
The population for this study was composed of 4 male and 6 female
infants who presented unremarkable pre-, peri-, and postnatal
histories, and who had 5-minute Apgar scores of 8 or higher. Each
child's d~velopment was monitored during the course of the study
using selected items from Gesell's developmental scales (Gesell and
Amatruda, 1947); the gross motor maturation of all subjects remained
within normal limits. Hearing acuity was not formally assessed, but
all infants responded appropriately to auditory stimuli.
The study used a semi-longitudinal approach. The age of subjects
at the time of entry into the population ranged from 2 to 161 days;
each infant was observed over a period of approximately four months
at intervals averaging 28 days. From the 62 individual observation
sessions a statistical consultant selected four consecutive observations
of each of the ten infants, providing a statistically useful sample of
respiratory behavior over the age range in question (2-255 days). For
data analysis these observations were grouped into eight 32-day age
intervals, roughly representing age in months. Observation of each
of the infants used in the analysis of data are summarized in Figure A.
Procedure
All observations took place in the infant's home, with the exception
of three which were done in the new-born nursery. At the time of
each observation the parent was interviewed to obtain information
about the child's physical growth, general health, feeding behavior,
vocal output and attention to sound. The child's gross motor
maturation was also assessed. In order to eliminate possible ambiguities resultirig from non-respiratory reflex responses to a painful
stimulus, painful cry-inducing stimuli were never used. It is assumed
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Resume
Certains parametres de la respiration sous-jacente aux pleurs de
nourrissons ages de 2 it 255 jours
furent etudies it ]'aide d'un pneumographe d'impedance electronique. La
frequence de l'acte respiratoire
observee pendant les pleurs fut
inferieure it celle rapportee anterieurement. Le temps de !'inspiration
demeura extremement stable, tandis
que le temps de l'expiration
augmenta regulierement avec l' age,
produisant une fraction-I qui se
rapprocha de plus en plus de celle
rapportee pendant la parole chez
l' adulte. Les resultats differents de
cette etude sont expliques de fa<;on
provisoire; ils sont aussi compares
aux hypotheses de Ueberman et de
Lenneberg concern ants la relation
entre les pleurs du nourrisson et le
developpement de la parole.

that the infant cries recorded during the observation sessions were
stimulated by hunger, since each child was observed during his
habitual feeding time and his cries were stilled by feeding. By means
of a written diary and an oral experimenter "banter" recording,
running records of the infant's behavior, posture, movement, and
waking status were maintained throughout each observation period.
Although crying was often accompanied by extraneous physical
movements, there was always at least one period when the infant
was crying vigorously but not moving his arms, legs, or trunk. On
the basis of the running records of the infant's movements, samples
of crying respiration were selected which were free from possible
contamination by extraneous physical movements. One thousand such
cycles of crying respiration were analyzed, 25 from each of the 40
observation sessions. For 28 of the sessions, the 25 cycles selected
for analysis were consecutive; in the other 12, two groups of
consecutive cycles were analyzed, the smaller of the group~ consisting
of at least 10 cycles.
Information concerning thoracic and abdominal circumference was
obtained with the impedance pneumograph described by Baken and
Matz (1973). Transducers were positioned at the lowest palpable point
of the sternum and at a point midway between the lower ribs and
the umbilicus, and were held in place by Velero strips fastened behind
the subject's back. The child was placed in an infant seat and a
microphone was suspended in front of his face. The subjects showed
no discernible sign of discomfort. Respiratory data were recorded on
one channel of a Sony model 255 tape deck; the infant's vocal output
and experimenter "banter were recorded on the other channel. A
Grass III-D electroencephalograph was modified to provide simultaneous readout of both vocal and pneumographic signals.
Truby et al. (1965) noted that infant cry is a "compound phenomenon" consisting of Uintricate motor activity singularly involving
the respiratory tract" plus an acoustic signal, the cry sound. In order
to accurately reflect the compound v cry act; the temporal parameters
in the present study were determined through consideration of both
respiratory and vocal signals. When there was a cry burst in which
U
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voicing was continuous from the end of one inspiration to the
beginning of the next inspiration, the vocal signal was used to
determine the boundaries of that expiratory phase. When fluctuations
occurred during an expiratory movement defined in this manner, they
were identified as sub cycles of the major expiratory movement (Figure
B). If the temporal aspect of such cry acts had been analyzed without
reference to the acoustic signal, expiratory subcycles might have been
mistaken for complete respiratory cycles, leading to an inflated
respiratory rate. On the otherhand, there were times (particularly
during the longer cry bursts) when the cry momentarily became
voiceless, yet no inspiration was audible and the respiratory tracings
indicated continuous expiratory effort. In such cases the respiratory
signal was used to determine the boundaries of the expiratory phase
(Figure C). It is readily apparent that if cry duration were evaluated
from the acoustic signal only, the voiceless intervals might lead to
spuriously short estimates of the duration of the cry act. Regional
predominance of respiration was determined by considering two major
factors: relative amplitude of thoracic and abdominal movements and
correlation of movement with the onset and cessation of the vocal signal.
Results: time factors
At all age levels the mean respiratory rates were significantly lower
than those in the three previous studies reporting respiratory rates
during infant cry. The mean rate of respiration decreased steadily as
a function of age; the rate during the eighth month was roughly half
the rate observed during the first month of life. In the presence of
steady increases in the mean duration of the total respiratory cycle,
the mean length of the inspiratory phase remained remarkably stable,
fluctuating minimally around 0.28 second. This is reflected in a steadily
decreasing I-fraction. Time factors are summarized in Table 1.
General configuration
Although the pneumographic wave-form during crying was
complex, it could not be termed disorganized" to the extent described
by Halverson (1941), even during the most intense crying. There was
typically a brief, sharply defined inspiratory phase followed by a
11
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longer expiratory phase, the configuration of which ranged from a
simple steep slope (Figure D) through increasing degrees of complexity
which included periods of fixation of the abdomen and/or thorax and
the presence of subcycles (Figures B and C). The number of these
subcycles was found to be highly correlated (r = 0.99) with the
duration of the expiratory phase which, in turn, steadily increased
with increasing age. The stability of inspiratory duration in the
presence of the steady developmental increment in expiratory duration
also appears to reflect rather well-organized behavior.
The thorax participated conSistently in respiration during crying,
but in contrast to Halverson's description of such respiration as
"predominantly costal; less than 1 per cent of the cycles could be
defined as predominantly thoracic. Either the thorax and abdomen
contributed equally to the respiratory pattern, or it was predominantly
abdominal. At the onset of the inspiratory phase, thoracic and
abdominal movements were coincidental (within 0.1 second) during
the majority of the cycles at all ages. When there was a phase lag
at the onset of inspiration, the abdominal movements more often
preceded the thoracic movements. During expiration there were
somewhat fewer cycles with coincidental onset. When phase lag did
occur at the onset of expiration there was an even stronger tendency
for abdominal movement to precede thoracic movement, a pattern
reminiscent of the physiologic asynchrony observed in adult speech
respiration.
Discussion
Three major methodological differences, either singly or in combination, may account for the significantly higher respiratory rates
reported in previous studies of infant cry: (a) instability of instrumentation; (b) contamination of data by extraneous physical activity
of the infant; and (c) failure to consider the acoustic signal in
establishing the bounds of individual respiratory cycles. Deming and
Washbum (1935) noted that m~asures of crying "were somewhat less
accurate than those obtained during sleep, because kicking and
struggling of the crying infant jarred the spirometer~ Long and Hull's
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(1961) ureverse plethysmograph" required an air-tight face seal, and
the authors noted that they could not state positively that the face
seal was completely leakproof. They also observed that "owing to
movements of the child's face during vigorous crying, some shift in
baseline occurred~ Pneumatic linkage pneumography of the type used
by Halverson (1941) is extremely sensitive to movement artifacts. The
problem may have been compounded by placement of the thoracic
transducer immediately over the main bulk of the pectoralis major,
thereby increasing the risk that artifacts might result from movements
of the infant's arm. This tranducer placement may also explain why
the respiratory tracings appeared to be "predominantly costal~
Halverson's description of extraneous physical movements during data
collection suggests that there was a great deal of such activity. In all
three of these studies, therefore, it seems distinctly possible that certain
instabilities in the instrumentation may have interacted with physical
movements of the child to produce artificial fluctuations in the
respiratory signal. Since the respiratory measurements were apparently
made without reference to the acoustic cry signat these fluctuations
may have been erroneously interpreted as separate respiratory cycles,
with a consequent inflation of respiratory rate. Whether or not
produced artificially, Halverson reported I/smallsecondary respirations which, according to his description, may be the equivalent of
the sub cycles observed in the present study:
The breathing curves during crying abound with spikes, dents, and notches
... A notch . .. signifies that the inspiratory or expiratory movement, as the
case may be, has been interrupted by an abbreviated, opposed, respiratory
movement. Hence the arc of the breathing curve lying between two notches,
or between a notch and a dale, represents a respiratory movement and is
herein so regarded. The frequency of these small secondary respirations has
the effect of greatly increasing the respiratory rate.
Thus it seems quite probable that failure to consider the cry signal
in determining the boundaries of a respiratory cycle contributed
directly to the highly inflated rate (133 bpm) obtained in Halverson
study. The validity of the rates obtained in the present investigation
is supported by the following factors: (a) the instrumentation was both
l1
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sensitive and stable; (b) the sampling method eliminated the possibility
of movement artifacts; and (c) the cry signal was considered in defining
the respiratory cycle.
The findings of this study do not appear to lend strong support
either to Lieberman's hypothesis that the respiratory pattern underlying infant cry is directly related to the development of linguistic
intonation, or to Lenneberg's suggestion that the developmental history
of infant cry is totally divorced from the development of speech.
Rather, the results imply that the developmental relationship between
infant cry and speech acquisition may be more complex than is
suggested by either theory and that it is, as yet, poorly delineated.
Liebennan (1967), in essence, hypothesized "the existence of activity
involving respiratory and laryngeal muscles which fonns a basic
breath-group that characterizes the intonation of a language:' He further
suggested that, as a result of the respiratory-laryngeal pattern, infant
cry had an innately detennined rising and falling fundamental
frequency contour similar to that of simple declarative sentences,
arising from a basis of "least articulatory controe At least two
characteristics of the respiratory patterns observed in the present study,
however, appear to be inconsistent with a condition of least articulatory
control. As previously mentioned, there were numerous cries during
which the acoustic signal became voiceless, yet the respiratory signal
indicated continuous expiratory effort. Truby et al. (1965) noted similar
intervals of silence during the egressive phases of cry, suggested that
in such cases "silence does not indicate muscular inactivity Ueast
control] but precisely the reverse: maximal physical effort can
apparently have its acoustic counterpart in minimal acoustic intensity~
The expiratory subcycles found in the present study are also difficult
to reconcile with a condition of least articulatory controL Because of
their high correlation with duration of expiration, the most tenable
explanation for these fluctuations in expiratory movement is that they
represent the infant's unskilled attempts to prolong expiration by
controlling the elastic recoil forces of the chest. Further analysis of this
phenomenon is in progress.
Although a pattern compatible with an "innate referential breath
26 Human Communication Winter 1974-75

group" was not readily apparent, one very important adaptation for
speech emerged and became stabilized during crying in the first eight
months of life: the ability to maintain a pattern of rapid inspiration
and prolonged voiced expiration over a long period of time without
experiencing respiratory distress. The mean I-fraction during cyring
approached the values reported for mature speech at about three
months of age and remained close to those values through the eighth
age level. Lenneberg (1967) noted that while it was extremely difficult
to volitionally alter the I-fraction associated with vegetative breathing
for more than a few moments without experiencing the symptoms
of hypo- or hyperventilation, "man can tolerate this modification of
respiration during speech for an apparently unlimited time:' Because
this characteristic modification of I-fraction is so firmly established
during crying well before the onset of babbling, it is difficult
to see how the developmental histories of these two types of infant
vocalization can be thought of as totally unrelated.
Limitations

Due to the difficulty of obtaining infants meeting the selection
criteria who would be available for observation over a period of four
months, the population in the study is smalL However, it is not
appreciably smaller than the populations in several other studies
reporting on the temporal characteristics of infant cry behavior
(Deming and Wash burn, 1935; Long and Hull, 1961; Ringel and
Kluppel, 1964). The only other studies which covered an age range
roughly comparable to that in the present study were non-longitudinal
in nature (Halverson, 1941; Wasz-Hockert et al., 1963). With respect
to the number of cry-bursts analyzed, the sample size of 1,000 in
the present study compares quite favorably with previous studies using
a larger number of subjects, but in which cry-burst samples of only
197 (Sedlackova, 1964) and 270 (Wasz-Hockert et al., 1963) were
reported. As evidence that gross differences between individual infants
did not bias the data at any given age level, standard deviations for
the egressive phase of the cry were lower in the present study than
those presented in the only other investigation to report this statistic
(Wasz-Hockert et al., 1963). In the present study there was an unequal
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distribution of observation sessions among the eight age levels, but
because of the relatively large number of cry bursts analyzed for each
session, the longitudinal distribution was considered satisfactory for
descriptive purposes.
The selection of cry bursts for analysis was, of necessity, somewhat
arbitrary. It is possible that cry bursts which occur when the infant
is not otherwise moving differ significantly from those which are
accompanied by extraneous movements. However, movements themselves produce artifacts which make analysis of the respiratory data
so dubious as to override the possible benefits of a more comprehensive sampling method. In addition, requiring that the infant be
physically still corresponds to constraints placed on adult subjects in
comparable experimental situations. It is difficult to determine whether
differences in findings in relation to previous studies can be explained
on the basis of sampling technique because of the manner in which
sampling is described in other studies. It would seem unlikely that
the differences can be explicated on the basis of the type of cry
stimulus used, since only Deming and Washbum (1935) reported the
use of painful stimuli.
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TABLE 1
Mean respiratory rate, mean duration
of the respiratory cycle and its
inspiratory and expiratory phases,
and Mean I-fraction.
Age

Rate
Total cycle
mean
s.d.

Duration (seconds(
Insp. Phase
mean
s.d.

I-fraction
Exp.
mean

Phase
s.d.

(Months)

(bpm)

1

50.00

1.20

0.13

0.23

0.01

0.97

0.14

.191

2

40.00

1.50

0.35

0.28

0.05

1.22

0.33

.184

3

37.04

1.62

0.41

0.26

0.06

1.35

0.37

.160

4

35.29

1.70

0.50

0.27

0.04

1.42

0.52

.158

5

34.48

1.74

0.83

0.28

0.05

1.45

0.78

.158

6

31.41

1.91

0.40

0.28

0.06

1.62

0.36

.148

7

28.98

2.07

0.38

0.29

0.04

1.79

0.39

.127

8

23.35

2.57

0.58

0.29

0.05

2.26

0.55

.113
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FIGURE B - Pneumogram showing respiratory behavior during several cry
bursts. The area within the dotted lines shows a single respiratory cycle with
subcycles during the expiratory phase.
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FIGURE C - Pneumogram showing respiratory behavior during several cry
bursts. The cry signal produced during the single respiratory cycle marked
off by dotted lines contains two silent intervals.
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FIGURE D - Pneumogram of a relatively simple respiratory pattern during
crying.
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